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The purpose of this note is to describe some of the main results pertaining to the computation of surgery groups of finite groups found in a
joint paper [7] with W. Scharlau, one book [1] and five papers [2]-[6] of
the author. Mention of the results is made in [10]. I shall indicate the
source of each result. Throughout this note TT denotes a group. Let us
begin with the results for surgery groups of odd torsion groups. Results
closely related to the first three theorems have been announced in
Wall [12].
THEOREM 1 [2]. Iftr is an odd torsion group then the surgery obstruction

groups
Let r^ denote the number (infinite if TT is infinite) of irreducible real
representations of TT.
THEOREM 2 [3].

If IT is an odd torsion group then the surgery obstruction

groups
r

L|W(TT) = Z °°
00

if n = 0 mod 2,
1

= Z' "- 0 Z 2 ifn==l

mod 2,

and in the latter case the nontrivial element ofZ2 is represented by the based
quadratic form (ZTT® ZTT, ({ J)).
Let ZTT and QTT be the integral and rational group rings of TT. Let
KQ{ZTT, QTT) be the relative group in the exact sequence of a localization
[9, IX, §6] and let K0(ZTT)=K0(ZTT)I[ZTT]
be the projective class group
of ZTT. K0(ZTT, QTT) is generated by pairs (M, N) of finitely-generated
projective Z7r-lattices on a free Ô7T-module and if M*=Hom^^(M, ZTT),
then K0(ZTT, QTT) has a Z2-action defined by (M, iV)i—> — (M*, TV*), and
K0(ZTT) a Z2-action defined by Mh-»-M*. Let H°(K0(ZTT9

QTT)) be the

zeroth cohomology group of the Z2-action on K0(ZTT, QTT) and let
H(TT) = coker H°(K0(ZTT,

QTT)) -> K0(ZTT).
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